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Built-in powerbank

Light control app

MULTIMATCH 8 CONNECT

New 
battery 

solution

CCT SCAN - Stepless

MULTIMATCH 8 CONNECT
Item no. 03.5676C

CRI+ LED work light with CCT SCAN for all 18 V/20 V battery packs

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Ultra high CRI+ COB LED
96 CRI+
2500-6500 K 
8000 lm@100% / 6000 lm@75% / 
4000 lm@50% / 2000 lm@25% / 800 lm@10%
Compatible with METABO / CAS battery system 
18 V and all other 18 V/20 V battery packs by 
using the SCANGRIP CONNECTOR
1.25-12 h @18 V 5.2 Ah battery
2.25-24 h @18 V 10 Ah battery
Backup: 1 h @800 lm
-10 to +40 °C / 14 to 104 °F
IK07
IP30 with CONNECTOR/battery
IP65 with power supply
3.72 kg / 8.2 lbs
305 x 292 x 131 mm / 12.01 x 11.5 x 5.16 in 
USB power bank: 5 V DC/1 A

The powerful MULTIMATCH 8 CONNECT work light provides up to 8000 lumen and made for  
inspecting large surfaces during polishing, painting, cleaning operations, and color matching.

MULTIMATCH 8 CONNECT is compatible with all 18 V/ 20 V battery packs from leading power tool  
brands by using the SCANGRIP CONNECTOR. In addition, the POWER SUPPLY CONNECT can be used  
for direct power providing unlimited availability to light.

The work light has a unique CCT SCAN function that helps you find the ideal colour temperature for 
your task. This function allows the light to sweep through the entire colour temperature spectrum 
(2500K to 6500K), and can be locked when the optimal temperature is found. This guarantees accurate 
colour matching and paint defect detection. The 5-step dimmer also lets you adjust the light to five 
different levels.

With the BLUETOOTH lighting control app, you can control and 
adjust both the light output and the colour temperatures, providing 
convenience and flexibility in managing your lighting setup.

Purchase accessories separately to enhance the functionality of 
the work light. The SCANGRIP DIFFUSER 03.5750 effectively 
softens the light and prevents harsh shadows. The SCANGRIP 
WHEELSTAND 03.5682 enables you to conveniently move the 
light to any desired location and even add a secondary work light 
for illuminating from below.

AEG/RIDGID US - 03.6158C 
BERNER - 03.6155C 
BOSCH/AMPSHARE - 03.6140C                              
BOSCH GREEN - 03.6141C                              
DEWALT - 03.6142C                              
EINHELL - 03.6143C
FEIN - 03.6144C
FESTOOL - 03.6153C                           
FLEX - 03.6145C        
HAZET - 03.6146C        

HIKOKI - 03.6147C
HILTI* - 03.6157C 
INGERSOLL - 03.6152C
MAKITA - 03.6148C        
MILWAUKEE - 03.6149C 
PANASONIC - 03.6156C
RIDGID - 03.6154C
SNAP-ON - 03.6151C        
WÜRTH - 03.6150C                                                    *21.6V

CONNECTORS

03.6123C

POWER SUPPLY 

PURCHASE SEPARATELY

// PLEASE NOTE: Battery  
pack, CONNECTOR and power 
supply are not included in  
the box  

JUST CONNECT
Add the connector matching 
your own 18 V/20 V battery pack 

CONNECTOR Your own battery pack

Compatible with METABO / CAS without CONNECTOR


